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Abstract—Systems providing their end-users behavior assistance must be customized to meet those users’ needs and behavior goals. We investigate how it is possible to improve the engineering process of such systems and provide humans better support by using human behavior goals not only for analysis but also in the design and run-time of a system. Current research focuses either on the analysis phase of a system or uses goals at the run-time of an application. They do not consider the mapping of human behavior goals from one phase to the other one needed for generative approaches. Within this paper, we present our vision towards the use of goals and goal modeling for human behavior assistance in generated systems. We show its application by adding assistive functionalities to an existing, full-size real-world information system. For the engineering of this system, we follow a model-driven, generative software engineering approach. Our prototypical implementation towards the vision of using goal models for human behavior assistance shows the feasibility of the approach and provides first insights into how it could improve the assistive abilities of systems towards end-user goals.

Index Terms—Model-Driven Software Engineering, Goal Modeling, Human Behavior Goals, Assistive System, Human-Centered Engineering

I. INTRODUCTION

Motivation. Improving user support within assistive systems requires looking at both, the behavior to be supported and the underlying goals of each individual user to better tailor the support to specific needs. Assistive systems and services provide situational support for human behavior based on information from previously stored and real-time monitored structural context and behavior data at the moment a person needs or asks for it [1]. They use human behavior at run-time [2], [3] to provide support as step-by-step instructions. We assume that using goals of each individual user helps to better tailor the support to specific needs. We refer to such goals as human behavior goals and use this term to refer to desired end states of activities, e.g., a person is ready to leave the house. Systems providing behavior assistance have to be tailored to human behavior goals of their users which means they have to be reflected in the implementation of the system.

To use Model-Driven Software Engineering (MDSE) helps to reduce the resources and the development effort needed for engineering systems [4], aspects which are crucial for creating assistive systems. This is important because assistive systems often target niche application areas, with only a few potential application users with very specific needs. Delivering such systems for niche areas is of high importance, as they provide critical functionality such as supporting people with impairments, or ensuring safety in potentially dangerous work environments. Models used within model-based assistive systems are, e.g., behavior models to describe human behavior [5]–[7], context models [8], [9] or human emotion models [10].

Research gap. To the best of our knowledge no approach exists which maps goals in Requirements Engineering (RE) to human behavior goals used during support at run-time. We have to consider human behavior goals from analysis to run-time of an assistive system within a human-centered engineering approach. Following Grundy, Khalajzadeh, and McIntosh [11], the mapping from higher-level abstract requirements models into lower-level system models (a set of models used to design the system) is still a challenging aspect.

Current research focuses either on identification of goals in the analysis phase or uses goals at run-time of an application specifically in self-adaptive systems. A challenge for the use of goals detected within RE in the analysis phase of the engineering of assistive systems is that they are typically defined on a higher level of abstraction, e.g., on the level of main functionalities [12] or non-functional requirements. Assistive systems require goals on a fine-grained level of detail, just as with actions and activities [13]. Another open issue for assistive systems is that goals have to be manually mapped into system behavior. MDSE aims at increasing the degree of automation which requires automated transformations. Agent-based and self-adaptive systems use goals within the runtime of a system. Agent-based systems use goals to define what an agent should pursue [14]. Some of these approaches consider human agents [15] but do not provide the fine-grained level of assistance needed for step-by-step support of assistive systems. Self-adaptive systems [16] use goals during runtime to set specific goal states which should be reached by a planner [17]. Dalpiaz et al. [18] distinguish between design-time goal models and run-time goal models which are used to analyze the run-time behavior of a system with respect to its requirements. These approaches do not consider human behavior goals but basic ideas from these approaches such as how goals are formulated and handled at run-time can be adapted for the use in assistive systems. The connection between requirements models and software models is still not a matter of research within these areas.
Research question. This paper discusses how it is possible to improve the engineering process of assistive systems by using human behavior goals in the analysis, design and run-time of a generated assistive system.

Contribution. We present our vision towards the use of goals and goal modeling for human behavior assistance in generated systems and show a first prototype towards this vision in a full-size real-world application. We have identified relevant human behavior in the analysis phase, modeled them as UML Use Case and Activity Diagrams (ADs) and identified goals. Within the design phase, we have mapped these goals and activities to according Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) [19] and introduce a goal modeling DSL. To incorporate these models within the generation process of an assistive system, we use the goal models as additional input for the MontiGem generator framework [20] within a full-size real-world application. The goals are used to show users at run-time which options they have in using the system for two selected use cases. Our lessons learned from this prototypical implementation are how goals should be formulated, what main goal concepts might be used in and together with system models and how these concepts can be translated to code within the generation process of assistive systems as well as how goal modeling can be used during run-time of an assistive system.

Structure. The paper is structured as follows: Section II describes relevant concepts for this paper such as human behavior goals, assistive systems, goal modeling languages and the code generator used for the prototypical implementation. Section III shows our vision from real-world processes and goals to requirements and system models used for code synthesis. Section IV presents its application by adding assistive functionalities in an existing, full-size real-world information system. Section V relates our work to other approaches and Section VI discusses lessons learned from this first realization. The last section concludes.

II. PRELIMINARIES

We introduce the relationship between human activities and goals as we believe that their use improves the assistive capabilities of systems. We provide an overview of different goal modeling languages and their used concepts and introduce the generator framework MontiGem which is used for the prototypical implementation towards our vision.

A. Human Behavior Goals in Assistive Systems

We understand human behavior goals are desired end states of activities. This follows the ideas in the following three definitions: Leon’tev [21] describes that human actions (concrete steps) are directed towards certain conscious goals. In philosophy, ‘teleology’ [22] (from greek telos, ‘end,’ and logos, ‘reason’) states that activities or processes always have a reference to some purpose, end, goal or function. Eccles and Wigfield [23] define goals as desired end states which people try to attain. This happens through the cognitive, affective, and biochemical regulation of their behavior. We focus on individual goals [24] (in contrast to system goals often used in goal modeling approaches within the RE research area).

To use human behavior goals for the MDSE of assistive systems requires that goals as well as activities are modeled in machine understandable form either in general purpose languages or as DSLs. Within [25], we have introduced an idea on how behavior goals reduce the solution space for reasoning in assistive systems during run-time. That approach describes the process how to use sensory observations of human behavior together with domain-specific and general knowledge. Within this paper, we discuss the implications on the engineering process of assistive systems and suggest to use human behavior goals in the analysis, design and run-time of a generated assistive system.

B. Goal modeling languages

Goal modeling is used in a broad variety of research directions of Informatics, such as RE [26], [27] and specifically Goal-Oriented RE [9] or RE for adaptive systems [28], robotics [29], artificial intelligence [30], human-computer interaction [31], [32] information systems [33], or enterprise modeling [34], [35]. For a better understanding of the used concepts in goal modeling languages, we have analyzed some of the most common representatives.

The goal modeling approach i* [36] is a goal and actor oriented goal modeling language which is used in RE and other areas of Informatics. It contains two models to define a scenario. The Strategic Dependency (SD) model defines actors, their dependencies and dependencies between tasks, resources, goals and softgoals. Actors are differentiated by type and goals are differentiated by more or less essential goals. For dependencies three different degrees of strength exist. The Strategic Rationale (SR) model describes the processes in the scenario based on the the entities namely goals, soft goals, tasks and resources. Tasks can be decomposed and due to relations between goals and tasks it can be described which goal can be achieved by a task. A newer version of i* is called iStar 2.0 and it, e.g., introduces elements, rules and constraints on social dependencies [37], as well as types for actors [38].

Another prominent goal modeling approach is Knowledge Acquisition in automated specification (KAOS) [39], [40]. It uses four models related to each other to represent a scenario. A goal model defines goals, obstacle models define obstacles that can occur, an object model describes the agents, their goals and their relations and the operational model represents which action an agent has to take to reach a certain goal. Goals are differentiated by more or less essential goals.

In the Goal-Based Requirements Analysis Method (GBRAM), goals capture the reasons why the system must exist [41]. Goals are divided into subgoals and similar to KAOS obstacles exist. Requirements specify how a goal should be achieved and constraints are formulated to specify which conditions have to hold to reach a goal. The agents are the participants in the system and so called scenarios describe the behavior of the system and its environment depending on conditions and the situation.
A goal modeling approach from agent-based systems is the Belief, Desire and Intentions (BDI) approach [42]. Beliefs, namely the world knowledge as facts about the environment and the state of the agent, are stored in a knowledge database. Desires are the goals of the agent, divisible into sub goals. Intentions are plans to achieving a goal. Plans can be differentiated by plans for sub goals, where the lowest level of the plan consists of elementary actions the agent can take.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>i* ([Star 2.0])</th>
<th>KAOS</th>
<th>GBRAM</th>
<th>BDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diff. into strength/type</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff. into subgoals</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations to goals</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constraints</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff. into subactions</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations to goals</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects/Agents</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roles</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations between subjects</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations to goals</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenarios/World knowledge</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1. Different goal modeling languages in comparison

This comparison shows that different types of goals, and actions and subjects in relationship with goals are quite common. Table 1 provides an overview of the concepts of these goal modeling languages. There are several concepts that are shared throughout different goal modeling approaches. All goal modeling approaches differentiate between different types of goals in a certain way. One way is to differentiate goals by strength or type in for example hard and soft goals as done in [38]. Another way is to differentiate goals and sub goals which have to be reached to reach the parent goal as in [42]. Another concept shared by all evaluated goal modeling approaches is the concept of subjects or agents. Every goal modeling language offers the option to define stakeholders in the system. i* and GBRAM enhance this by introducing roles as types for subjects and agents [38], [41]. The subjects and agents are tightly bound to the goals. Except for GBRAM, all goal modeling languages introduce the concept of actions which are also related to the goals.

We have decided to create an own DSL based on these common concepts as (1) it can be tailored to specific needs [19] for assistive systems, (2) it can be extended if we realize the need for changes in an agile engineering process and (3) we need a textual DSL to be handled within our generative approach.

C. The generator framework MontiGem and its application

The generator framework MontiGem [20] generates a running information system from a set of models in different DSLs. The used DSLs are based on MontiCore [43], a language workbench and development tool framework for defining DSLs. Currently, the generator handles the following set of models (in different modeling languages):
- the domain model (UML Class Diagram (CD) language) including the main concepts relevant for data storage,
- several Graphical User Interface (GUI) models (GUIDSL, a DSL based on [44]) defining each user interface of the application,
- data models (UML CDs) for each GUI page describing a subset of the data displayed on a certain page, and
- optional Object Constraint Language (OCL) models for defining data input validators, and
- tagging models (a DSL based on [45]) to add platform specific information to the domain model.

The generated application is realized as a client-server architecture using Java in the backend and Typescript/HTML within the Angular 6 framework in the frontend. Following a MDSE approach, data structures, the database connection as well as the communication between backend and frontend are generated. The backend contains the required business logic and a connection to a MYSQL database managed through Hibernate. The frontend visualizes data and handles user interaction. The generated Java and Typescript code can be extended by handwritten code using the TOP-mechanism [43]. This ensures that the handwritten code remains stable during re-generation and allows for agile development processes.

We are using MontiGem in a series of projects and application domains, e.g., energy management systems, platforms to support the engineering of wind turbines, cockpits for self-adaptive digital twins [46], or a platform for improving the understandability of privacy policies of smart watches within the Invidas project1.

We use the application developed in the Management Cockpit for University Chair Controlling project2 to show a first prototypical implementation of our vision. It is the largest application developed with MontiGem with a size of app. 9000 lines of code (LOC) in models, 115.000 LOC hand-written and 390.000 LOC generated. MaCoCo allows university chairs to manage and control their finances including public budgets and third party funding, staff with, e.g., contracts and salary bookings and projects with, e.g., work packages and effort planning [47]. App. 160 out of 400 chairs at RWTH Aachen university use it. We have extended this application by adding assistive functionalities.

III. The Vision: Using Goal Modeling for Behavior Assistance

As already discussed in [25], we assume that the use of goals and goal modeling improves human behavior assistance in generated systems. Our vision covers real world processes and human goals which are transformed into analysis models, have to be mapped to system models and are then transformed into software code in an automated way within agile MDSE processes. Figure 1 provides an overview of this idea.

---

1https://www.se-rwth.de/projects/#inidas
2https://www.se-rwth.de/projects/#macoco
Starting from the real world, we want to create a software system that aims at supporting human processes i.e., we need to include assistive services. Engineering such systems requires to move from the problem domain (Figure 1 on the left) to the solution space (Figure 1 on the right). As methods to reduce the gap between the problem domain and the software implementation domain, we use agile MDSE approaches [48].

Within the analysis phase knowledge of domain experts from the real world needs to be transformed into scenarios, domain, behavior, and goal models. The analysis phase includes the elicitation of relevant domain concepts and context concepts. These can be collected as glossaries and further described in domain models using underspecified UML CDs. According to Rolland and Salinesi [49], it is difficult for domain experts to deal with the fuzzy concept of goals. The use of scenarios supports their understanding. Thus, they propose to use goals to support scenario discovery and scenarios to help in goal discovery [49]. As their approach uses activities as goals and our approach requires states as goals, their approach might be used in an adapted way. We suggest to define specific scenarios as high level use cases and further detail it in behavior models such as UML ADs or BPMN models to get a better idea of the related processes which an assistive service should support.

Within the design phase, we have to transform and map RE models to system models. This requires, e.g., that UML CDs are further specified to be useable for code synthesis, exemplary UML Object Diagrams (ODs) can be defined to provide realistic test and dummy data, GUI models have to be created using information from scenarios, or input validators have to be specified for input forms. For goals identified in the analysis phase three possibilities exist (see Figure 2):

1) Goal concepts from the RE phase are transformed into concepts of a goal modeling language which combines goals and processes: This requires less DSL maintenance as there exists only one language. This risks that goal and process concepts are mixed and it reduces the reusability of the DSL as it is purpose-specific.

2) Goal concepts from the RE phase are transformed into models in an own goal modeling language with connections to concepts in models of a process modeling language: This requires the maintenance of two different DSLs and a tagging language able to connect concepts from models of two different languages. Positive aspects are the reusability of the DSLs and a clear assignment of language concepts.

3) Goal concepts from the RE phase are added as tags to concepts in models of a process modeling language: This requires a DSL for process modeling and a tagging DSL which allows to add statements to concepts of models in one DSL. This approach is not feasible if the structure of the concept goal is more complex, e.g., several attributes and types, and relationships between goals have to be modeled as well.

All three possibilities allow for MDSE approaches to take these system models and synthesize code for assistive services or whole assistive systems.
During run-time of the software system, goals and their connected activities in system processes can be tracked. Some goal-related functionalities of an assistive system are:

1) Continuously monitor and evaluate goals: This requires an intelligent monitoring component being able to handle models at run-time or at least a component which checks the current states of a set of goals. For activities, components such as process engines fulfill this functionality.

2) Provide structures to store a set of goals: This internal structure is needed to handle monitored goals.

3) Provide UI for goal overviews: This allows to show users unobtrusively what goals they could reach within a system.

4) Provide UI for support steps on each affected functionality: Assistance for end-users has to be integrated within the UIs providing functionalities such as to fill in a timesheet. This could be realized in various ways, e.g., own boxes, overlays or tooltip texts in GUIs, or additional acoustic information.

5) Provide UI to set, change or reject goals (optional): This depends on the degree of freedom of the processes within a generated application. It might be necessary that a user has to pursue certain goals to reach next ones.

This vision allows various design decisions which have to be further investigated and compared. The following section shows one possible implementation and Section VI discusses lessons learned.

IV. Prototypical Implementation Towards our Vision

We show the prototypical realization towards our vision within the full-size real-world application developed in the MaCoCo project, where assistive functionalities are added.

A. Considered Use Cases

The MaCoCo project uses an agile, MDSE approach which includes iterative requirements elicitation. Starting with a rough concept of the functionality to be realized, interviews with various end-users from different chairs as well as involved departments from the central university administration lead to better specifications and more detailed use cases in every iteration. The scenarios are described as use cases including textual descriptions, sketches of the graphical user interface, detailed descriptions of displayed and calculated data and process models for more complex functionalities with different participating roles. There is no explicit focus on workflows or process descriptions for all aspects as a main system aim is to provide users as much freedom as possible.

For the prototypical realization towards our vision, two use cases in MaCoCo were chosen: to match bookings between an external (SAP) account and an internal account and to keep timesheets for funded projects. To match bookings between these two systems is relevant because it is possible to plan bookings within the MaCoCo application which are realized at a later stage. To update this internal plans with the actual bookings within the SAP system requires comparison abilities and manual effort.

The second use case is the timesheet process (see the UML AD in Figure 3). For universities, ensuring the correctness of timesheets is highly relevant, as errors can lead to less project funding being paid out than approved, funds having to be repaid, or in the worst case, the entire university being excluded from entire research funding programs.

Within this process, the employee has the option to enter his or her worked hours for one or more third party funded projects into a digital timesheet. After doing so, the timesheet can either be automatically checked or directly submitted to the chair administration. The chair administration examines the timesheet and returns it to the employee either for editing if it is incorrect or for printing and signing it. Incorrectness can be, e.g., caused by including more than the allowed working hours or work time entries during vacations or illnesses. The chair administration sends the printed and signed version to the central administration, which is in case of RWTH Aachen university the third party funding department. After the examination of the timesheet, the central administration returns it to the chair administration. If the timesheet was approved by the central administration, it is archived at the chair in two ways, namely physically and digitally within the MaCoCo application. If the timesheet is not approved, it can be returned to the employee for editing.

Considering these two use cases, we have identified possible user goals as states to reach for each activity, e.g., ‘no errors in the check’ for the activity ‘check’.

B. System Design and the newly developed Goal DSL

Using the information from the scenario descriptions, processes, and human behavior goals, we define system models used as part of the generation process. As the described use cases are an addition to existing functionalities, the domain model already exists as UML CD and has to be extended, GUI
models have to be extended to represent support functionalities and goals have to be included. We have decided to realize variant 1 described in the vision, namely to use a goal modeling language which combines goals and processes.

This goal modeling language (in short GoalDSL) was newly designed for its use in this prototypical realization. A goal model consists of three different components: The stakeholders, the goals and the actions. To describe relationships in-between them, links connect goals and relations connect actions. Actions contain pre-conditions which have to be met before action execution, as well as post-conditions, which apply after action execution. Conditions may relate to stakeholder properties. A stakeholder is an actor in the system, for example represented by a class in MaCoCo defined in the domain UML CD. These concepts can be imported and addressed in the goal model by its relative names. For defining a sequence of actions for a scenario the goal model must include start and end points for the action relations.

To show text for user assistance in the frontend, goals and actions have to contain a text field with a specified text shown (1) if a goal is reachable, (2) an action is executable or (3) after a certain goal was reached, or (4) a certain action was executed. Depending on the use case, it might be necessary to not only use variables from classes in the backend in a goal model, but also frontend variables to assist the user regarding user input. Therefore, the GoalDSL offers the possibility to import frontend variables and use them in the conditions.

Now that we have this DSL, a goal model can be derived from the UML AD. Listing 1 shows an excerpt of the GoalDSL timesheet goal model which was derived from the AD in Figure 3. For every activity in the AD, an action in the goal model is derived. In this example the actions enter (ll. 21-24), check (ll. 25-28) and submit (ll. 29-32) are derived from the activity diagram. Every action has a goal which is reached when the action is executed. The stakeholders in Listing 1 are the TimeSheet (l. 8) and the TimeSheetStatus (l. 9) classes from the MaCoCo system. The order of events from the AD is represented through the action relations (ll. 36-39) with a start (l. 34) and an end point (l. 35).

```
1 package de.monticore.lang.goaldsl.timesheet;
2 import de.macoco.be.domain.cdmodelhwc.classes.
3 .timesheet.TimeSheet;
4 import de.macoco.be.domain.cdmodelhwc.classes.
5 .timesheetstatus.TimeSheetStatus;
6
goalmodel TimeSheet {
7   stakeholder;
8     TimeSheet z;
9     TimeSheetStatus TimeSheetStatus;
10   }
11 goal TimeSheetEntered{
12   action: enter
13   }
14 goal TimeSheetAutomaticallyChecked{
15   action: check
16   }
17 goal TimeSheetSubmitted{
18   action: submit
19   }
20   ...
21 action enter{
22   pre: true
23   post: z.getStatus == TimeSheetStatus.IN_ACQUISITION
24   }
25   action check{
26   pre: z.getStatus == TimeSheetStatus.IN_ACQUISITION
27   post: z.getStatus == TimeSheetStatus.IN_ACQUISITION
28   }
29 action submit{
30   pre: z.getStatus == TimeSheetStatus.IN_ACQUISITION
31   post: z.getStatus == TimeSheetStatus.INTERNAL REVIEW
32   }
33 ...}
34 start Start
35 end End
36 relation Start -> enter
37 relation enter -> enter "submit"
38 relation enter -> enter "check" "submit"
39 relation submit -> ...
```

Listing 1. Excerpt of the timesheet goal model derived from Fig. 3

C. Code Generation and Handling Goals during Run-Time

The MaCoCo application had to be extended to be able to use goal models for user assistance. We had to adapt the generator, the domain, data and GUI models and some handwritten parts of the system. Figure 4 shows the abstract data structure of the goal model logic in the backend.

Domain Model. We extend the domain CD for the classes Goal and Action with the attributes name, type, status and an instanceID as well as the enumerations GoalStatus and ActionStatus. The status of goals or actions contains the information whether they have been (last) reached or (last) executed. Domain CD classes result in the database schema during the generation process and generated Data Access Object (DAO) classes allow to access instances of goals and actions during run-time. Handwritten code for specifying the methods extend the generated GoalDAO class.

Generator. We extend the main generator to create an ActionClass and a GoalClass for each goal model to maintain the stored goals for each instance. The GoalClasses contain methods to create, delete, load and mark goals as reached for an instance, as well as getter methods for the goal links, goal texts and other static information related to the goals independent of their instance. The ActionClasses contain methods to maintain the actions...
for an instance and get, e.g., action texts or relations. The ActionClass also contains the logic to check the conditions for an action to determine whether it is executable or not, which the user can be informed about.

**GUI Generator and frontend variables.** Additionally, we adapt the generator for the GUI to be able to handle frontend variables, as they are not yet included in models. E.g., for each variable an attribute was generated into the ActionClass. This requires also to extend the model defining the commands between frontend and backend, where a command for each frontend variable was defined.

**Data Transport.** For data to be shown in the frontend, we create data models defining which data is loaded out of the database. For example on request of the frontend, the XGoalTextDTOloader (see Figure 4) loads specific goal text (i.e. executable actions and last reached goals) for an instance of a goal model X from the database. The Data Transfer Object (DTO), which is filled with the data, is then sent to the frontend, where the data will be displayed.

Additionally, existing GUI models and pages were adapted to show support information, e.g., see help texts in Figure 6.

### D. Assistance in the GUI

We use goal models as additional input for the generator and generate user assistance within the GUI of the MaCoCo application. Users get support for specific functionalities of the application: We show additional information about possible process steps and goals to reach.

**Fig. 5.** MaCoCo dashboard excerpt with user assistance

![MaCoCo dashboard excerpt](image)

Figure 5 shows an excerpt of the MaCoCo dashboard. We show the user all open assignments, represented as goal model instances in the system, that can or have to be fulfilled by the user. Area A in Figure 5 shows an example table which contains an overview over all the open goal instances in the system. There are 41 accounts where bookings have to be matched and three timesheets that have not yet been submitted within a specific month. Area B shows the help text for an open goal, which guides the user to another page where he has to initialize the connection to the external accounts.

**Fig. 6.** Match bookings between an external (SAP) and an internal account with user assistance

![Match bookings between SAP and internal accounts](image)

Figure 6 area A shows a help text which assists the user to match bookings between an external (SAP) account (area B) and an internal account (area C). Depending on the bookings that the user has chosen, different options for the matching exist which influence the list shown in area A. In the help text, the user is informed about these options, as each option is represented by a goal in the goal model. In this concrete example in Figure 6, the user has selected external bookings in area B and in area C no booking is selected. Thus, the help text in area A informs the user, e.g., about the option of copying selected external bookings to the internal bookings because the conditions for executing this action are met.

### V. RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, there is no approach that uses goal modeling to generate assistive systems, and there is no approach that maps goals in RE to human behavioral goals used for support at run-time.

**Goal modeling in requirements engineering.** Goal modeling and goal modeling languages are especially used in RE but the mapping from higher-level abstract requirements models into lower-level system models is hardly considered up to now.

Sutcliffe and Sawyer [33] introduce a theoretical framework for the conceptual modeling of personalized and context-aware systems and demonstrate it in a healthcare case study. They propose a user characteristics layer to model needs of individual users and generic user characteristics as well as...
a personal goals layer including attitudes and preferences by individuals. Aspects of the approach can be considered for our vision as goals are represented as states and could be used as a base for a model-driven approach. The relationship between our approach and a Bayesian Network representing motivations, emotions and values is not considered yet.

There exist approaches to map goal models to BPMN processes [50] or align goals and business processes [51]. However, their focus is on organizational goals, which differ from our understanding of human behavior goals. Ghasemi and Amyot [52] investigate approaches for goal-oriented process mining. Whereas one of the identified categories of goal modeling and requirements elicitation seems to be promising to consider, the level of used goals is again too far away from defining goals as reachable states for activities.

Goal modeling for assistive systems. Baska et al. [15] implement the BDI framework [53] and introduce a multi-purpose goal model for a team of assistive agents in a digital coaching system. They assess user information via forms in seven categories of motives, e.g., maintaining physical strength and physical health, or having fun and being entertained. Additionally three questions are asked for each motive, namely the degree of importance for a user, to which extend the activity is currently performed in a satisfactory way and if an intervention by an agent is wanted (which results in defining a goal relating to this activity). This results in one goal with a certain rank which is related to each upper-level activity. In contrast to our approach, the activities are defined too general and such system would not be able to provide a fine-grained step-by step support based on human behavior goals.

Rafferty, Chen and Nugent [54] propose a goal recognition system together with an action planning mechanism as part of an assistive living solution to support inhabitants. Whereas their idea to use a goal repository, a goal recognition component, a specific goal generation mechanism, an activity planning component and an assistance provisioning component seems to be promising, they define goals as if they are activities, e.g., “get cup” or “make tea”; and do consider goals as states which would be, e.g., “user has a cup in his hand” or “user has a cup or tea in his hand”. To consider goals as reachable states is an important aspect of our approach.

Goal modeling in generative approaches. There exist several approaches for goal-oriented generation, e.g., [18], [55]–[58], touching other system architectures and application domains, however, they do not focus on human behavior assistance.

[55] and [56] describe a goal-oriented approach where goal models are used to generate code for a self-adaptive system. It uses and extends the software engineering methodology TROPOS to model goals and an own tool to analyze and translate the models into Java code, in form of a BDI-agent. In difference to our approach, they differentiate between hard- and softgoals and by goal types and do not support end-users in own behavioral steps.

Anda and Amyot [57] present an approach where goal models are used to generate arithmetic functions in a cyber-physical system. Similarly to our paper, all entities from the goal model are used for generation. The authors state that goal models often allow invalid combinations for alternatives and, thus, the goal models are not directly used for generation but combined with feature models. What they generate highly differs from what we aim to generate for end-users.

[58] describes an approach for the goal and knowledge-driven generation of neural dialogues which should allow machines to have conversations which are similar to human conversations. The machine creates an answer in a dialog for a specific topic and a given course of the conversation which keeps the conversation running and which is informative towards a specified goal. Unlike in our paper, goals have to be achieved in a limited number of steps. Goals are modeled as paths which connect two topics of a conversation that are then used to continue the conversation based on a knowledge graph.

Dalpiaz et al. [18] present an approach that uses goal models during the run-time of a self-adaptive system instead of using them for generation. The purpose of using the goal models during run-time is the diagnosis and monitoring of run-time behavior of the system. Similarly to our approach, the goal models are also presented by goal model instances during run-time. The authors state that common goal modeling approaches are too abstract for the use in a system during run-time and thus the goal modeling approach was extended to control the course of actions during run-time. In difference to our paper, the approach differentiates between design-time and run-time goal models. Design-time goal models are processed and refined to run-time goal models. This for example includes adding restrictions on run-time behavior to the design-time goal model.

VI. DISCUSSION AND LESSONS LEARNED

The prototypical implementation has provided us first insights on how it is possible to improve the engineering process of assistive systems by using human behavior goals in the analysis, design and run-time of a generated information system. Our implementation is just one possible way of realization, as indicated in the description of the vision (Section III), but it gives us a better idea of which ways of realization work better than others.

Define goals as end states of activities. In the analysis phase, we have also realized, that goals are not an easy concept to describe (cf. [49]). Approaches such as [14] distinguish between procedural (action-based) goals and declarative (state-based) goals, which seemed to be promising. However, their definition mixes the concepts goal and activity [2]. Especially such approaches, which do not differentiate between activities and goals, provide no improvement in comparison to systems handling only behavior models at run-time.

What helped us the most was to clearly distinguish between activities and goals and to understand goals as desired end states of activities (following [23]). This approach helps to identify if a goal is reached. Such identifiable states are, e.g., concrete sensor values or for “virtual sensors” values of attributes in the frontend of an application. We use frontend
and backend variables of the system as conditions together with a concrete “name” for a goal and/or text which is understandable for the users. Depending on user input and system state during run-time of the assistive system, different actions are possible and displayed to the alternative ways.

Considering further goal-related concepts and goal attributes. Currently, we do not consider other concepts from existing goal modeling approaches for translation into software code or system behavior during runtime. This includes, e.g., attributes for describing goals in BDI approaches [59], or domain assumptions, obstacles or soft goals [33]. Our approach still lacks further investigation on the relevance of connections (positive and negative influence, hierarchies) between goals and how this influence should be reflected within the implementation. A first idea for negative influences on goals could be to show warnings for users, that other activities are not fulfillable if a certain activity was performed.

Relation between goals and subjects. To support subjects/agents in the assistive system, our GoalDSL offers the stakeholder concept. Stakeholders can be defined in the GoalDSL by importing classes from other models. The stakeholders in the generated MacoCo system are in the current implementation objects of classes such as the TimeSheet-class in the previous example. Depending on the current state of an object, it is determined which actions can be executed in the system. We consider this approach as useful and suggest it for other realizations of the vision as well.

Relation between goals and actions. Our current implementation of the GoalDSL follows variant 1 in Figure 2 which still has the risk to mix goals and action concepts within the visualization. This leaves the impression that a process model and process engine would have also been sufficient. This impression would not occur, if end-users are, e.g., able to select certain goals in later stages of a process (not only the first reachable ones), see goals of the whole process or can further navigate through goals. In a further implementation we would rather use variant 2 in Figure 2 (a separate goal and behavior DSL with tagging inbetween concepts), as reusable languages are better useable in future applications.

Ideas from the application perspective. The realized prototype could be further improved: (1) Consider the existing role system: It might be interesting for users to share goals with other users of that role or switch perspectives. (2) What to show users: There may be goals or sub-goals that are not relevant to a user and therefore should not be displayed to them. Users might decide this or it might be already captured in the goal model. (3) Formulating help texts: The displayed textual information must be formulated more clearly towards goals as reachable states and should exist in addition to task lists known from workflow systems. (4) Cover specific user needs: The prototype and used examples does not yet show the full potential of our vision.

When to use goal modeling at all. Our prototypical implementation has shown, that a realization is interesting if users are able to select and deselect certain goals. It makes less sense, if they have to reach a certain goal without alternative, as in this case a process/workflow model with a process engine would be a more feasible realization. The other aspect where realization makes sense is when there are different alternatives on how to reach a certain goal, i.e. the user can choose between alternative ways.

VII. CONCLUSION

The use of goal modeling enables person-specific support in assistive systems and services. The prototypical implementation has helped us to move one step forward towards the vision of using goal models for human behavior assistance, show its feasibility and provide first insights. It improved our understanding of how to formulate goals, what are the necessary concepts within a goal modeling language, and how these concepts can be translated to code within the generation process of assistive systems.

Future research in MDSE requires (1) to reconsider which parts of current the implementation might be realized as a part of the run-time environment of the application and not generated, (2) what further concepts might be relevant in existing goal modeling approaches and could be used for code generation and (3) how goals of different users and user groups can be efficiently handled during run-time. In a broader perspective, it would be interesting to cooperate with RE researchers to further investigate the relationship between models used within the analysis phase and system models to reduce the conceptual gap between the problem domain and the software implementation domain [48].
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